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1 Introduction

In unicellular organisms, synonymous codon bias is correlated with the level of gene expression [1].
The codon bias becomes stronger in genes with higher expression levels. It becomes weaker but still
remains in genes with lower expression levels. The bias means that synonymous codons are not used
at random. In highly expressed genes, the synonymous codon usage is mainly determined by an
abundance of iso-accepting tRNAs [2]. In weakly expressed genes, on the other hand, constraints
imposed by base composition mainly affect the codon usage.

We have hypothesized that independently of the iso-accepting tRNA abundance and base com-
position, codon-anticodon interaction energy affects the synonymous codon usage. To verify this
hypothesis, we investigated 1664 function-known genes in E. coli genome and 2575 function-known
genes in S. cerevisiae genome.

2 Methods

2.1 Classification of synonymous codons

We classified synonymous codons according to their codon-anticodon interaction energy. A synony-
mous codon with both C/G and A/U bases is defined as a “moderate” codon, and with either C/G or
A/U bases as a “extreme” codon. Moderate and extreme codons should promote the codon-anticodon
interaction with moderate and extreme strength, respectively. We confirmed the codon-anticodon
stability by calculating the free energy changes with the nearest neighbor model [3].

2.2 The Zo score

To statistically evaluate synonymous codon usage affected by only codon-anticodon interaction energy,
Zo score is defined as

Zo = {Do − E(Dr)}/σ(Dr)

Do is the difference between the number of moderate codons and that of extreme codons in an
observed sequence. E(Dr) and σ(Dr) are the expected number and the standard deviation of the
difference in random sequences, respectively. For each gene, 3000 random sequences were generated
under the following constraints: (a) they have the same amino acid sequence and the same frequency
of occurrence of optimal codons as the observed sequence; (b) they have the same base composition
as that of the genome sequence. The constraint (a) leads to the exclusion of synonymous codon usage
affected by an amino acid sequence and iso-accepting tRNA content. The constraint (b) eliminate the
GC content contribution to synonymous codon usage.
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Figure 1: Correlation between Fop and Zo for 1664 genes in E. coli.

3 Results and Discussion

The statistical analysis proved that our hypothesis was correct. In Fig. 1, the Zo score for each of
1664 genes in E. coli is plotted against the frequency, Fop, of occurrence of optimal codons. Fop is
positively correlated with the gene expression level in E. coli [2]. Therefore, the positive correlation
between Zo and Fop results in the positive correlation between Zo and the level of gene expression.
It is thus concluded that in highly expressed genes, moderate codons are significantly preferred to
extreme codons; in weakly expressed genes, extreme codons are significantly preferred to moderate
codons. The same tendency was confirmed for 2575 genes in S. cerevisiae.

The codon preference is based on molecular mechanism of translational process. In highly expressed
genes, the preference of moderate codons would lead to binding or being released of tRNAs with
moderate strength. As a result, translational process is flowing smooth. In weakly expressed genes,
the preference of extreme codons would lead to binding or being released of tRNAs with extremely
strong or weak strength. When with extremely strong strength, tRNAs are easily binding but not
easily released. When with extremely weak strength, tRNAs are easily released but not easily binding.
As a result, translational process is flowing unsteady. The molecular mechanism is universal among
organisms ranging from prokaryotes to eukaryotes.
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